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Abstract. This paper focuses on the New Product Development Process
(NPDP) area to contribute to increasing the productivity of CAD users by
means of an improved design intent communication using a social-annotation
technique. Design teams operate in a similar way to an online social network,
and CAD models are not just only a 3D geometry representation, as they reflect
the result of an specific modeling strategy, that usually constrains the future
capability for modification and reuse of the existing 3D model. Considering
this context, this work tries to assess the impact of annotations in the
engineering change process in order to determine its influence in the user
performance during this process. Preliminary experimental results obtained
from several experiments with Spanish CAD students indicate that it is possible
to reduce the time needed to perform engineering changes in existing models
into a 10-20% range, if those CAD models provide annotations explaining the
original design intent.
Keywords: New Product Development Process, CAD, Social-Annotations,
Design Intent, Engineering Change Process
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Introduction

The New Product Development (NPD) process is a key activity for the enterprise
survival and competitiveness. Empowering the role of design and shortening the
development cycle of new products are two well-known strategies to improve this
process. In this context, advanced CAD systems are an important tool to support the
NPD process, providing a key advantage to improve organizational effectiveness [1].
This paper focuses on this area in order to contribute to increasing the productivity of
CAD users by enhancing design intent communication by means of a socialannotation technique, inspired on the idea that design teams operate as an online
social network.

Design intent governs the relationships between modeling features in a part, and
between parts in assemblies. It is related to the behavior of the CAD system when a
modification is performed on a CAD model. CAD users should analyze the geometry
of the part to be generated, and plan what is the most efficient sequence of modeling
features, in order to assure that future modifications in the design are managed by the
CAD system in a determined expected way. Usually good CAD models are associated
to change flexibility and robust variation capabilities [2] [3] [4].
Two kinds of knowledge are related to the design intent concept: declarative
knowledge that is knowledge of facts (knowing that or knowing what) and procedural
knowledge that is knowledge of how to do things (knowing how) [5]. This means that
a CAD model is not just only a 3D geometry representation, but also this model stores
the know-how about the strategy used to build it. Capture, share and transfer this
complex knowledge is a key element to improve the NPD process.
Through this work is attempted to demonstrate the importance of going beyond the
capture of design intent in a traditional way, based on non-explicit information
associated to the feature types used in the CAD model and their interrelationship. This
is aligned to Guerra-Zubiaga [6] work trying to structure different knowledge types to
support manufacturing and design decisions. This work proposal includes an
innovative solution by using design annotations relative to the CAD modeling
strategy, specifically, about the decision making process during the 3D model
construction. Design annotations give an important clue about how and why a CAD
feature was used to build a CAD model by using just a few words.
This research activity is directed to assess the impact of these annotations in the
engineering change process and in second place in analyzing the dynamics of the
social annotation process. This paper is centered in the first aspect, presenting a pilot
study that has been conducted using CAD models related to the automotive industry.
These CAD models represent parts with different geometry complexity levels. For
each part, two different CAD models were created, with and without annotations.
These models were modified by two classes of engineering students (one mechanical
engineering group at the undergraduate level, and other belonging to a master degree
on CAD/CAM/CIM). Both classes were given the same written instructions where it
was explained a series of engineering changes to be performed by modifying the
geometry of the CAD models. For each class a control and an experimental group
were randomly organized. Experimental groups had to change the models that
contained annotations about the design strategy used by the original author of the
model, while the control groups had not available this additional information.
Preliminary results indicate that it is possible to reduce the time needed to perform
engineering changes in existing models into a 10-20% range by using the annotation
technique. It was determined the basic knowledge-mapping and examined the
problem-solving process employed by the participants in the modification of
constraint-based CAD models [7]. The initial hypothesis was confirmed: the
experimental group performed the design changes using less time. Additionally it was
noticed that certain patterns of behavior of participants coincided with previous
research works like: [1] [3] [8].
In the next point, is provided all the details about the experimental design followed
to analyze the influence of annotations on the modification of CAD models. Then
results are presented, explaining the limitations and main conclusions of this
preliminary study and giving some orientation about future works about this topic.
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2.1

Hypothesis and Methods
Hypothesis Definition

This piece of research work pursues to explore how design annotations influence in
the user performance during the engineering change process. This is performed before
analyzing the dynamics of the social annotation process, because it is needed to assure
that the availability of these annotations provides an added value to the CAD models.
This research hypothesis that CAD operators, using annotated models where
original design intent is made explicit, are more efficient dealing with CAD model
modifications. In this context, efficiency is related to the time used by CAD users
when they have to perform a change in a 3D geometric model to accomplish an
engineering change order.
The author’s perspective is: if the design intent knowledge is made explicit by
means of these annotations, the corresponding CAD models will be created with
better semantic quality, following the product data quality model by Contero et al. [2].
Author´s vision is that this annotation process can be performed following the
behavior of social networks, where knowledge associated to the CAD modeling
process is made explicit by the collaborative annotations performed by design
engineers.
2.2

Experimental Stage

The experimental stage was divided in two phases in order to test the hypothesis:
phase I, called as “undergraduate study”, and phase II, named as “postgraduate
study”. All the participants were given the same written explanation and modeling
tasks with accompanying figures, and they were asked to perform a series of
engineering changes that consisted in geometric modifications on the original 3D
CAD models. The parts were created thinking that the references used for the creation
of each feature impacted the ability for later modification and edition of the geometry.
This includes capturing design intent during geometry creation. Specifically, in the
compound parts (e.g. automotive components) some references (e.g. datum planes or
sketches) were used to separate in groups of CAD features that define each area of the
part.
The used models are divided in two sets: simple geometry (low amount of CAD
features used to build it) and compound geometry (composed by a high amount of
CAD features). As simple geometry parts were used a housing of gear box and the
part used by Johnson in [9]. As complex geometries were used a component of a PC
fan housing base (from Brigham Young University’s NX CAD Manual) and an
automotive radiator collector (from a Spanish company). In both cases, the same type
of geometry modifications was required: simple changes (e.g. modify the height of
one element that is controlled by an expression) and complex changes (e.g. create a
copy of a group of features with strong parametric parent-child relationships). Two
variants for each CAD model were created: one without any annotation information
explaining design intent (named regular CAD model) and other one with explicit
textual annotations about the design intent (named annotated CAD model).

The content of texts in the annotated CAD models provided information about:
 Location. This kind of text comment allows identifying the set of CAD features
that define a geometric element of the part (indicating the first and last feature of a
specific element).
 Design Intent. This commentary allows understanding the intention of the author of
the model (e.g. this profile was used to create the main body of the connection).
 Modification Procedures. This comment gives information about both
recommended steps for making modifications and procedures that must be avoided
(e.g. recommendation, don’t use mirror copy feature).
2.2.1 Undergraduate Experience
Context

Firstly, the undergraduate students group (composed by thirty students and denoted
as the “undergraduate group”) was split into two groups of fifteen participants.
Students were enrolled in a CAD course from a Mechanical Engineering degree in La
Laguna University (Spain). The course was based on Autodesk Inventor. The
difference between the experimental group and control group was in the CAD model
files that they received in order to conduct the study. The experimental group received
CAD files with annotations, by using the Inventor Engineer Notebook functionality,
that allows to create CAD annotations that support both text and images. The control
group received the same CAD files, but stripped of any annotation information. The
observed variable was the time expended in performing each modification requested
to the participants. Students were given 50 minutes as maximum time to complete all
the required modifications. They controlled the time, writing down the initial and
final time for each requested geometric modification. Afterwards this time list was
rechecked using the time stored into the participant’s CAD files in order to avoid
inconsistencies.
Availability of numerous groups of CAD users with a similar knowledge and
expertise level in modelling is a very limited, outside the academic world. CAD
students provide an interesting study population, whose behaviors can be extrapolated
to the professional and industrial world. With respect to the sample size, Polkinghorne
[10] and Meyer & Booker [11] recommend a number between five and twenty
designers for an exploratory phenomenological study, which is verified by the present
experience. Participant students showed homogenous basic skills as Inventor users,
and completed the modeling exercises as requested.
Knowledge Mapping Tasks

In both groups, participants showed a similar amount of declarative knowledge
(knowledge about CAD commands) but they had a lack of procedural knowledge
(knowledge of how to apply the commands to achieve a goal) due to their short
experience. The high number of create-erase contiguous events was an interesting
behavior pattern exhibited by the undergraduate group. This is related to the fact that
they only knew the most basic commands of the CAD system, so they didn’t waste
time trying to use complex commands or trying to find them in the CAD user
interface. The majority of the participants that completed the exercises used the most
simple and direct solution.

2.2.2 Postgraduate Experience
Context

The postgraduate students group (composed by eighteen students and denoted as
the “postgraduate group”) was divided into two groups of nine participants. Students
were enrolled in an advanced CAD course from the CAD/CAM/CIM Master degree
at Universitat Politècnica de València (Spain). The course was based on Siemens NX
CAD system. The experimental group received CAD files with annotations. The
control group received the same CAD files, but stripped of any annotation
information. The observed variable was the time expended in performing each
modification requested to the participants. Students were given 60 minutes as
maximum time to complete all the required modifications. They controlled the time,
writing down the initial and final time for each requested geometric modification.
Afterwards this time list was rechecked using the time stored into the participant’s
CAD files in the same way that during the undergraduate experience.
At the beginning of this research work, was supposed that the impact of the
annotations depends on several factors. One of these factors is the user knowledge
and expertise. Taking into account that postgraduate students have a more extensive
experience with real design problems, exercises used in this experience, have been
taken from real industrial CAD models. That’s the reason that in this second
experimental phase was tried to organize a postgraduate students group with real
design experience in the industry. This means, that they knew several CAD systems,
with a medium level of expertise, being one of these systems Siemens NX. However,
this group was observed to have a less homogenous behavior that the undergraduate
group, due to the different background of participants.
Knowledge Mapping Tasks

It was detected that the participants’ expertise influences their performance during
the decision-making process to complete an engineering change request. For example
if they must create a copy of a geometric element and they know that in other CAD
software there is a command to perform a mirror-copy operation, they invest time to
find this CAD function, although perhaps it does not exist in Siemens NX or it is not
implemented in the same way than in other CAD system. This behavior is related to
the fact that the annotations are easy to visualize and their content is relevant to
perform the design change in a specific way. For example, if the annotations had
contained direct recommendation to perform the specific design change, this expert
reaction could have been avoided.

Fig. 1. Simple Engineering Change Request

Fig. 2. Complex Engineering Change Request
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3.1

Results
General Results & Statistical Analysis

In the first experimental stage (undergraduate group) only fourteen students
completed the engineering changes requested in exercises one and two, as it is seen in
Table 1. The average time for those completing the exercise one was 37 minutes. For
this exercise the experimental group (with annotations) there were six students and
their average time was 28 minutes, while the control group (without annotations)
there were eight students and their average time was 37 minutes. The average time for
completing engineering changes in the exercise two was eight minutes. In this case
the experimental group had an average of five minutes and the average time of the
control group was eight minutes. In both cases the control group had an average
completion time that was between 26-37% greater than the experimental group.
During the second experimental stage (postgraduate group) the results were: for the
first exercise only 16 students completed the engineering change requested with a
average time of 49 minutes. Specifically the experimental group (eight students) had
an average time of 43 minutes and the control group (eight students) had 52 minutes.
In the case of the second exercise only 14 students completed the geometric changes
requested with an average time of 50 minutes. The experimental group (seven
students) had an average time of 47 minutes and for the control group (seven
students) was 54 minutes. In both cases the control group had an average completion
time that was between 13-17% greater than the experimental group.
Table 1. Experimental Phase I: Undergraduate Group
Group
Total Students Participating
Exercise One
Number Completing Exercise
Average Time for Exercise Two (min.)
Standard Deviation
Exercise Two
Number Completing Exercise
Average Time for Exercise Two (min.)
Standard Deviation

Control
15

Experimental
15

8
37
7.305

6
28
8.262

8
8
3.583

10
5
2.846

Table 2. Experimental Phase II: Postgraduate Group
Group
Total Students Participating
Exercise One
Number Completing Exercise
Average Time for Exercise Two (min.)
Standard Deviation
Exercise Two
Number Completing Exercise
Average Time for Exercise Four (min.)
Standard Deviation

Control
10

Experimental
9

8
52
21.715

8
43
20.584

7
54
17.321

7
47
17.153

Table 3. Statistical t Analysis for Hypothesis
Exercise
/ Phase
E1/Ph I
E2/Ph I
E1/Ph II
E2/Ph II

Time (minutes)
Control
Experimental
37
28
8
5
54
43
54
47

T
-2.243
-2.165
-0.993
-0.729

Significance
0.045
0.046
0.338
0.480

While the results in the first phase (undergraduate group) showed that there is
difference between control and experimental groups, the results were further analyzed
to detect any statistically significant differences. The results of those statistical tests
are shown in the table 3. This table shows the relevant statistic and one-tailed
probability. Although in all the cases, experimental group (who’s received additional
information through annotations) showed a better performance, this means they used
less time than the control group. But only there is a statistically significant difference
with the undergraduate group experience. The authors relied on that is because the
undergraduate group has more homogenous understanding about design and CAD
software than other groups [12].

4

Limitations and Future Work

One of the most important limitations of this research work relates to the sample size
of the CAD users that participated in the experiences. The sample size was small as
this pilot study, being exploratory in nature, was intended to give us suggestions for
more extensive studies in the future, where larger number of participants would allow
to perform a more robust statistical analysis. Other factor that can be considered a
limitation is the users’ expertise. The undergraduate group students showed low level
CAD skills (they were enrolled in a basic level CAD course) but a homogenous
background. This was a positive factor to obtain a result concordant with the initial
hypothesis. The postgraduate group of students had a different profile. The majority
of them had a real industry experience in design, showing a heterogeneous
professional background with different CAD skills. This heterogeneity could have let
to the lack of more conclusive results.

Future work will be focused on mitigating some of these limitations mentioned
above and improving the analysis of the results. The first step would be to find a
larger group of students for participating in the experiments. They should offer a
similar experience and expertise. Second step would be the redesign of experiments
applying all the experience obtained during the previous study.

Fig. 3. Impact of Design Intent Annotations
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Conclusions

Product design can be considered a social process involving groups of individuals
(i.e., design teams) attempting to meet complex product needs through sharing varied
expertise and knowledge types [13]. It is a creative process involving networks of
people with negotiations and interactions between them; the product design itself is
dynamic and evolving [14, 15]. This work explored the effects that design intent
annotations had during the engineering change process and assessed the possible
relationship between annotations’ content and the designer’s knowledge related to an
expertise level.
The findings presented in this paper show that the productivity impact through
CAD annotations depends of several factors such as geometry among others. It can be
shown that if a simple design change is performed on a simple geometry the
annotation impact is low or null. However, if a complex change is required on
complex geometry the annotation impact is significant. In other words, the annotation
impact depends on how it can be structures according to the annotation’s content and
the user’s knowledge as shown in figure 3.

It has been shown the need of explore new knowledge infrastructure to support
better design decisions, not depending on a particular computer design platform
through product design development.
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